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TKU Once Again is Listed Among Favorite University Graduates for 

Employment in Cheers Magazine Survey

學校要聞

【Reported by Jia-wen Lin, Tamkang Times】Cheers Magazine has posted the 

name list for the “2014 Large Enterprise Most Favorite University 

Graduate” results. The survey gathered data from 2,000 enterprises ranking 

Tamkang University in 8th place for the overall most capable university 

graduates in the entire nation and first place among all Junior Colleges in 

Taiwan. 

The survey is divided into 8 different categories emphasizing the most 

desired traits that enterprises seek in employees. Tamkang University was 

ranked second in the nation in “Outstanding Performance,” surpassing Tai 

Da University graduates. Tamkang University also beat Tai Da University in 

categories of “Pressure Management” and “Teamwork.” Tamkang University 

was ranked 4th in the nation in “Strong Learning Aspirations” and 

“Cultivation.” TKU graduates also excelled in categories such as 

Professional Knowledge and Skills, International Language and Insight, 

Innovative Ability, Problem Solving and Work Proficiency. TKU graduates 

were ranked 3rd in the nation as most desired for the financial industry. 

 

In the 2014 Favorite University Graduate Survey by Vision Magazine, TKU was 

ranked 2nd in the overall category of comprehensive junior colleges, but 

was ranked number one in 6 categories: Work Performance, International 

Vision, Independance, Teamwork, Crisis Management and Innovation. TKU 

alumni are finding that the spirit of excellence is helping them to surpass 

their employers expectations. Due to the Triple Objective Education Program 

and the Three Circles and Five Disciplines, students are molded into well 

rounded employees that resonate the spirit of excellence. 

These rankings indicate that students at this university not only 

specialize in innovation, self-sufficiency and teamwork, but they are also 

ranking high in areas such as cultivation and moldability. These traits 



create the ideal employee for any industry, allowing TKU graduates to make 

their mark in the industrial world. Both Vision Magazine and Cheers 

Magazine stated that the most important factor for a successful employee is 

their ability to be cultivated and self-refined. An ideal employee is an 

employee that continues to improve. Students at TKU should keep this in 

mind as they prepare for their future in the work place.


